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 − automatically assign enquiries to the agent who has the 
highest skill level.

 − play important messages – e.g. about service disruption – 
to customers before they speak to an employee. 

 − write to your colleagues through chat, e.g. about a current 
case while being on the phone with a customer. 

 − forward returning customers to the employee they spoke 
to last. 

 − offer your customers a call back from an agent, either 
through your hunt groups or via your website (add-on). 

 − define which phone number is shown, when you call 
external numbers as an agent.

 − integrate to other systems, e.g. your CRM system, so 
you can use info from there and be one step ahead of 
customer inquiries. 

 − get access to the Supervisor Add-on module, making 
it possible to see and change your contact center’s 
configuration. 

 − balance the distribution of calls based on who has been 
available the longest, so the call load is evenly distributed 
among all available agents. 

 − write to your colleagues through chat, e.g. about a current 
case while being on the phone with a customer.

 − assign tasks from your CRM-system to available agents 
via chat (add-on).

 − assign web chat enquiries from your website to available 
agents (add-on).

WHAT IS MIRALIX DESKTOP 
AGENT?
Miralix Desktop Agent is a user license that makes it possible 
to handle customer contact through the Miralix Desktop client. 
 
The client gives a quick overview of enquiries from multiple 
channels, availability, etc., thereby enabling your employees to 
help your customers quickly and efficiently. The result: Happy 
customers and more time your employees can use on other 
tasks. 

BENEFITS OF MIRALIX 
DESKTOP AGENT:
With a Miralix Desktop Agent license, you can: 

 − handle calls, tasks and web chat enquiries in one unser-
friendly interface.

 − be in an unlimited number of hunt groups at different skill 
levels and pick up calls from a queue or a colleague. 

 − see every employee’s availability based on status from 
calendar, office phone, mobile phone, notes, tasks, web 
chat, Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business.

 − get an overview of your hunt groups and see information 
about enquiries currently being handled.  

 − easily follow up on lost calls and thereby increase 
customer satisfaction.

 − see today’s service level and react to bad performance.

DESKTOP AGENT
Handle calls efficiently with Miralix Desktop Agent, which makes  
it possible to be in an unlimited number of hunt groups. 


